
 

Lesson:  Coronado Had Help:  The Indios Amigos                                                                                         Document 6-Group Readings 

History tells us that in 1540,  Francisco Vasquez de Coronado and three hundred Europeans conquered thousands of   

pueblo farmers in the middle Rio Grande Valley.  These conquistadors were metal-clad Spanish warriors on horseback.  

Franciscan monks came with them to bring Christianity into the region.  Sometimes stories even  mention Mexican Indians 

who came with the expedition as servants, porters, or slaves.   
This myth is simply untrue.  Primary source documents from that time tell a very different story.  And the army that 

Coronado brought into the Rio Grande valley looked quite different as well – it was an army primarily made up of 

Mesoamerican Indians from the Valley of Mexico.  Roughly 3,000 strong, these indios amigos, or “friendly Indians ” as the 

Spanish called them, spoke  the Nahuatl, or Aztec, language.  And the majority of them weren’t servants, porters, or slaves.  
When the Spanish arrived in the New World,  many of the Mesoamerican cultures that existed here were incredibly 

advanced.  Their civilizations built beautiful cities that rivaled those in Europe.  Like the Old World, they had a 

sophisticated hierarchy. Their military included not only  peasant soldiers, but also a professional warrior class. 
The Spaniards realized this immediately.  Cortez effectively used the rivalry between the Aztecs and the Tlaxcala to 

conquer the Valley of Mexico.  Just five years before the Spanish arrived, the Tlaxcala won a decisive war with the Aztecs.  

Some historians argue that Cortez simply sided with the winners. In the fall of the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan, thousands 

more Tlaxcala than Spaniards fought the Aztecs.  They were eager to ally with the powerful Spanish to bring down their 

traditional enemies. 
The Spanish wrote glowing reports to their King back in Spain about  their military success, but most failed to include 

accounts of Native American contributions.  In the case of the Coronado expedition,  there is very little mention by the 

Spanish of their Mesoamerican allies.  We  know how these indios amigos functioned on campaign with the Spanish 

through Native American illustrated books, called codex,  and  through earlier Spanish accounts of conflicts with the Aztec 

and Tarascan Empires. 
Were most of these indios amigos really porters?  Was their job to carry Spanish luggage and do chores?   We know that at 

the time the Europeans arrived, the Aztecs took along one porter for every two warriors while on campaign. If this was still 

true in the 1540s, two of the three thousand indios amigos were warriors.  
Native American warriors who accompanied the Spanish were armed with a variety of weapons.  The Tlaxcala are well 

known for their use of long bows, approximately four to five feet in length. The bow consisted of a single piece of 

hardwood with an incredibly powerful draw.   They were effective because they fired volleys of arrows into tight enemy 

formations.  
The Mixtec warriors preferred the atlatl, or spear thrower, while Mexica, or Aztecs,  used mostly the macuahuitl, an 

obsidian-edged war club or sword.  Other weapons included a morning star-like weapon fitted with obsidian blades, copper 

and stone mauls, slings, and the tepoztopilli ,  the Native American equivalent of a spear / battle axe. This weapon is 

important because many porters  shown in the Native American illustrations carried it. This suggests that even a porter 

would fight in direct combat. 
Armor was important to  Mesoamerican warriors. Front-line soldiers were almost always equipped with ichcahuipilli, or 

cotton vests.   Dipped in salt water and dried, these quilted vests are said to  repel arrows.   Some soldiers wore cotton 

helms, but warriors of stature were given mahogany helmets shaped  like jaguars, coyotes, eagles and more. Shields were 

round and made of wicker.  
In a traditional battle, warriors were organized in groups of a hundred, if they were on the front line, or four hundred, if they 

were to serve as archers.  Each group was identified by its own battle standard, decorated with different colors and patterns 

of feathers. These were signaled and coordinated by a Snake Woman Priest from a nearby hill or platform.  By the time of 

Coronado, this commanding role had likely been taken over by the Spanish. 
Fighting among these Mesoamerican forces was brutal. Before the Spanish arrived, battles between Mesoamerican tribes 

began with archery duels of bows, atlatls, and slings, followed by fighting. Macuahuitls were used by veterans on the front 

line, while less experienced troops supported them with the tepoztopilli from behind. Both weapons could inflict fatal 

wounds and sever limbs, but in traditional conflicts,  death was not the main objective. Instead, warriors were expected to 

injure and capture the opposing force for later religious sacrifice. 
This practice changed under the Spanish.  After the Spanish conquest, religious sacrifice was no longer permitted  Since the 

goal was no longer to capture the enemy, the full force of these professional warriors was unleashed.  The result was 

conflict that depopulated large areas of the countryside.   No one was spared. These battles represent total war against the 

indigenous population.  In 1540-1541, the Tiguex Wars between Coronado’s army and the Tiwa-speaking Pueblo villagers 

of the Rio Grande Valley led to the deaths of at least 400 Pueblo warriors.  The Tiguex pueblos  never fully recovered from 

the Spanish – Mesoamerican occupation.   
Even if their contributions are largely overlooked by history, the indios amigos  had a long, complex, and successful 

military tradition.  The Spanish capitalized on their skills. The indios amigos  represented the bulk of Spanish fighting 

forces of the time in the New World. Far from being simply servants or slaves, these warriors contributed greatly to Spanish 

conquest in the New World. 
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